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Abstract

We report results of gradient-corrected pseudopotential-based density functional theory calculations on bulk Fe3C in

the cementite structure and its (0 0 1), (1 1 0), (0 1 1), (1 0 0), (1 0 1), (0 1 0), and (1 1 1) surfaces. Bulk properties are in

reasonable agreement with available experimental data. The cementite local density of states shows predominantly

metallic character, along with some polar covalent bonding contributions (charge transfer from iron to carbon) for both

bulk and surfaces. We predict cementite surface energies in the range of 2.0–2.5 J/m2, most of which are lower than all

pure Fe surface energies. In particular, we predict the Fe3C (0 0 1) surface to be the most stable and the Fe3C (1 0 0)

surface to be the least stable. We show that greater stability is associated with localized Fe–C bonding at the surface,

smoother surfaces created, e.g., by large C atom relaxation into the bulk, and more uniform coordination at the surface.

The relatively greater stability of Fe3C surfaces is suggested to provide the driving force for cementite to form at the

surfaces of bcc iron. Implications for the carburization erosion mechanism for steel, such as cracking and melting, are

discussed.

� 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Under certain circumstances, extended use

damages and erodes exposed steel surfaces. The

harsh operating environments responsible for this

effect may include high pressures, ultrahigh (e.g.,

1700 K) temperatures, reactive gas mixtures (such

as H2, O2, CO, CO2, NO, and NO2), and intense
mechanical shock forces [1,2]. Although protective

coatings, such as chromium, typically cover the

steel surface [2,3], the smallest crack or failure in

that coating exposes the vulnerable steel below it

to erosion by many potential mechanisms. The

mostly-iron steel may undergo oxidation, hydro-

gen embrittlement, sulfurization, carburization,

and melting [4–6]. These processes may contribute

to spallation of the coating to exacerbate the ero-
sion. Fatigue and erosion of the steel limits the

operational lifetime of the steel component in

terms of safety and effectiveness. In addition, both

the deposition and subsequent erosion of chro-

mium coatings elicits environmental contamina-

tion and health concerns [7]. Within these harsh
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environments, in situ experiments are difficult,

rendering it unclear as to which erosion mecha-

nism dominates and to what degree.

The present work focuses on the product of one

of the possible chemical mechanisms for steel

erosion: carburization to produce the most stable
carbide of iron, Fe3C (cementite). This high-tem-

perature reaction is caused by environmental car-

bon absorption into iron and steel surfaces,

subsequently inducing precipitation of internal

carbides and changes in mechanical properties [1].

Carburization begins with transport of atmo-

spheric carbon, in one form or another, to the steel

surface. The adsorbed carbon then diffuses into the
surface and undergoes a solid state reaction with

Fe in the steel when the carbon concentration is

sufficiently high, as in:

COðgÞ þH2ðgÞ ! H2OðgÞ þ CðadÞ

CðadÞ ! CðabÞ

mFeðsÞ þ nCðabÞ ! FemCnðsÞ:

The consequences of the changes brought about by

carburization include stresses induced by volume
changes from phase transformations, altered duc-

tile properties and grain cohesion, and melting-

point lowering [1]. The latter change is significant

because the new melting point (TM) may fall below
the typical operating temperature of the steel

component, TM;old � 1800 K! TM;new < 1200 K,
leading to erosion by melting. Extreme cases of

carburization may also lead to destructive metal
dusting [8–10], the disintegration of iron, nickel,

and cobalt-based alloys into a metal-particle and

carbon-particle dust:

3FeðsÞ þ CðabÞ ! Fe3CðsÞ ! 3FeðsÞ þ CðsÞ:

Carburization-based erosion affects many indus-

tries [1], including: petrochemicals, steam reforming,

industrial furnaces, CO2-cooled nuclear reactors,

coal gasification processes, and military applica-

tions [2].

Although steel typically contains a very small

amount of carbon (for hardness), excess carbon

ingress from the environment eventually leads to
saturation. At temperatures below about 1000 K

and C content below about 25%, the iron–carbon

phase diagram primarily consists of a-Fe (body-
centered cubic, bcc) and cementite, Fe3C [11,12].

Hence, in this range the most stable saturated

carbide of iron is Fe3C in the cementite struc-

ture, which is still metastable with respect to

ground-state (a) iron and graphite. Its complicated
structure consists of four formula units per or-

thorhombic unit cell, and has the space group

Pnma (No. 62) [13–15], see Fig. 1 and Table 1. The

unit cell contains eight iron atoms in ‘‘general’’

positions (8 Feg), four iron atoms in ‘‘special’’

positions (4 Fes), and four carbon atoms in the

large interstices (4 C). The Feg are 14-coordinate,

with 11 Fe–Fe bonds and 3 Fe–C bonds. The Fes
are also 14-coordinate, but with 12 Fe–Fe bonds

and 2 Fe–C bonds. The C are eight-coordinate

and encased within six Fe atoms in a triangu-

lar prism structure, with two other Fe atoms

slightly further out. Fes has a 0.05 �AA greater mean
radius than Feg, resulting in interatomic Fe–Fe

Fig. 1. Three views of the cementite bulk unit cell. The atoms are shown as spheres, light gray for C and dark gray for Fe. Shown from

left to right are the top views of the (0 0 1), (1 0 0), and (0 1 0) viewplanes, respectively. The arrows in the (0 0 1) view identify two of the

four Fe in special positions. The other two also occur at the vertices of the zig-zag planes formed by Fe in this perspective.
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distances dðFes � FesÞ > dðFes � FegÞ > dðFeg�
FegÞ. However, the Fe–C interatomic distances are
greater for Feg than Fes: dðFeg � CÞ > dðFes � CÞ
[14]. The bulk material is metallic and ferromag-

netic. Although the structure is difficult to visual-

ize, one may roughly consider the structure to be a

series of zig-zag folded hexagonal close-packed

(hcp) basal planes of Fe, with C occupying the

interstitial regions at the fold vertices [16].
Although cementite presence within steel has

been studied in detail, the difficulty in preparing

bulk single-phase samples of Fe3C-cementite has

resulted in a dearth of experimental data for many

of its physical properties. Nevertheless, various

samples of cementite have been characterized. The

Fe–C system has been studied to evaluate the

formation of various carbides and carbon segre-
gation [17–19], and cementite particles or films

have been prepared in various ways [20–22]. Some

properties of bulk cementite have been measured,

e.g. the Young�s modulus of cementite films

[22,23], the bulk modulus of polycrystalline ce-

mentite [24], the cementite lattice parameter tem-

perature dependence in an Fe–C matrix [25], and

the core electron binding energies of cementite
components using X-ray photoelectron spectro-

scopy [26–28]. For cementite surfaces, Inokuti

examined cementite formation on Fe, proposing a

[0 0 2]cementite//[0 1 1]Fe interface [29], while Ohmori

et al. found several other possible orientation re-

lationships [30]. In general, however, the literature

lacks accurate experimental data on well-defined

single-phase, single-crystal cementite and its sur-
faces.

Thus, researchers have undertaken a few theo-

retical investigations on the Fe–C system and

cementite. Wu, Freeman, and Olson used full-

potential linear augmented plane-wave density

functional theory (DFT) with the local density
approximation (LDA) to identify carbon as a

solute which increases the cohesion of Fe grain

boundaries [31]. Bulk cementite has been studied

by H€aaglund et al. [32] as well as Vakhnej et al. [33]
using all-electron linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO)

LDA band structure calculations. To our knowl-

edge, however, there are no published theoretical

investigations on the surfaces of Fe3C-cementite.
In this work, we present DFT predictions for

several physical properties of Fe3C (cementite)

bulk crystal and its low-index surfaces, as a first

step toward understanding the carburization mech-

anism for steel erosion. Section 2 provides infor-

mation on the theoretical methods employed.

Section 3 presents results and analysis. Finally,

Section 4 summarizes our findings and their im-
plications.

2. Calculational details

We carried out spin-polarized DFT [34,35] cal-

culations within the Vienna Ab initio Simulation

Package (VASP), version 4.4 [36–38]. The Kohn–
Sham DFT equations are solved using a plane-

wave basis set and periodic boundary conditions.

Ultrasoft pseudopotentials (USPP) based upon

those first proposed by Vanderbilt [39,40] are used

to represent the effect of the nuclei plus core elec-

trons on the valence electrons. Electron exchange

and correlation is approximated using the Perdew

and Wang PW91 [41,42] formulation of the gen-
eralized gradient approximation (GGA) for the

exchange-correlation functional. GGA is used in-

stead of the LDA, because LDA predicts the in-

correct ground state for bulk iron [43], while GGA

correctly determines a ferromagnetic bcc ground

Table 1

The cementite primitive unit cell structure in lattice coordinates

Atom Basis vectors (a0x; b0y; c0z)

C (þx1;þ1
4
;þz1), (�x1;þ3

4
;�z1), (12� x1;þ3

4
; 1
2
þ z1), (12þ x1;þ1

4
; 1
2
� z1)

Fes (þx2;þ1
4
;þz2), (�x2;þ3

4
;�z2), (12� x2;þ3

4
; 1
2
þ z2), (12þ x2;þ1

4
; 1
2
� z2)

Feg (þx3;þy3;þz3), (�x3;�y3;�z3), (12þ x3; 12� y3; 12� z3), (12� x3; 12þ y3; 12þ z3), (�x3; 12þ y3;�z3),
(þx3; 12� y3;þz3), (12� x3;�y3; 12þ z3), (12þ x3;þy3; 12� z3)

The unit cell is scaled by the lattice constants (a0; b0; c0). The listed basis vectors determine the lattice positions of each of the four C
atoms, four Fes atoms, and eight Feg atoms, as they depend on the parameters xi, yi, and zi, numbers on [0,1].
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state. Utilizing the USPP�s allows a lower kinetic
energy cutoff (i.e., a smaller plane-wave basis set)

than norm-conserving pseudopotentials of the

same quality, and these USPP�s have been shown
to yield fairly accurate results for bulk magnetic

systems like iron [44].
We used the standard pseudopotentials supplied

with VASP package, which have been made with

the RRKJ scheme [45]. The USPP for carbon was

generated in the non-magnetic 2s22p2 configura-

tion, with no partial (non-linear) core correction to

electron exchange and correlation. The local part

of this potential corresponds to the d pseudopo-

tential linearly unscreened with respect to the va-
lence electrons. The C pseudopotential core outer

pseudization cutoff radius was 0.96 �AA, and was
augmented with two s and p projectors and one d.

The ultrasoft s and p channels included a cutoff

radius of 0.70 �AA for the augmentation part along
with 0.86 and 0.96 �AA cutoffs, respectively, for the
non-norm-conserving part. The d channel was

norm-conserving with a cutoff radius of 0.96 �AA.
The USPP used for iron was generated in the non-

magnetic 4s13d7 configuration. The local part of

this potential is a non-linearly unscreened all-

electron potential, with a cutoff radius of 0.90 �AA.
The Fe pseudopotential outermost pseudization

radius was 1.30 �AA, and it was augmented with two
projectors each for s, p, and d. The s channel was

norm-conserving with a radial cutoff of 1.16 �AA.
The ultrasoft p and d channels included cutoff

radii of 1.16 and 1.05 �AA, respectively, for their
augmentation part, and a common cutoff of 1.30 �AA
for their non-norm-conserving part. This Fe poten-

tial also employed a 0.51 �AA non-linear partial core
correction cutoff.

For a metallic system like cementite, proper se-

lection of a partial band occupation method not
only helps with convergence efficiency, but is es-

sential for reaching the correct total energy. We

used a combination of two such methods to assist

each single-point calculation. First, a calculation

was done using the Methfessel–Paxton (MP) Fermi

surface smearing method [46] with a 0.15 eV smear-

ing width. The converged Kohn–Sham orbitals

from this step were then used as an initial guess for
a second calculation in which we switched to the

tetrahedron occupation method with Bl€oochl cor-

rections [47]. We employed this two-step proce-

dure both to assist convergence to the global energy

minimum and to limit ‘‘charge sloshing’’, which

can pose a problem in metals. For both steps, a

residual minimization method––direct inversion in

the iterative subspace (RMM-DIIS) [38,48–50]
was used to further enhance convergence of the

Kohn–Sham equations.

The total energy was then converged with re-

spect to both kinetic energy cutoff and k-point
sampling for both bulk and surface unit cells.

Following this, a conjugate gradient (CG) algo-

rithm [38,51] relaxed the ions and cell shape, and a

final set of static calculations utilizing the con-
verged parameters and structure was carried out.

Only the MP smearing method was used during

ionic relaxation, while the two-step smearing/tetra-

hedron method described above was used for the

final static calculation. The stopping criterion for

electronic self-consistent interactions was conver-

gence of the total energy to within 10�4 eV, and the

stopping criterion for ionic relaxations was con-
vergence of the total energy to within 10�3 eV of

the previous ionic step.

For the bulk calculations, we found it necessary

to employ (for full convergence) a 9� 6� 10 k-
point Monkhorst–Pack grid, which corresponds to

a k-point spacing between 0.022 and 0.025 �AA�1 and

75 irreducible k-points. Convergence of the basis
set required a 400 eV kinetic energy cutoff for the
pseudocharge and a 679 eV kinetic energy cutoff

for the augmentation charge. The smearing width

was also varied, and we found 0.15 eV smearing

was sufficient to limit the entropy to less than 1

meV/atom. The experimental structure [14] was

taken as the initial bulk model, which was then

allowed to relax as described above to find the

minimum energy structure.
We selected seven surface cuts from the relaxed

bulk structure for analysis: (1 0 0), (0 0 1), (1 1 0),

(0 1 1), (1 0 1), (0 1 0), and (1 1 1). Specific cuts were

chosen to maintain surface stoichiometry as much

as possible, as well as to ensure inversion symme-

try at the center of the slab. For the case of ce-

mentite, this required slabs corresponding to integer

multiples of the bulk unit cell thickness. Although
half-integer multiple cementite slabs maintain

equivalent faces, they lose inversion symmetry and
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produced anomalous surface energies in our con-

vergence calculations. We considered two figures

of merit to determine if our parameters (slab and

vacuum thickness, kinetic energy cutoff, and k-
point sampling) were converged for modeling a

surface: we required the density of states (DOS) of
the inner layers of each slab to look bulk-like, and

we required that the bulk-terminated surface en-

ergies be converged.

Convergence with thickness of the slab was an-

alyzed by comparing the inner-layer DOS for the

unrelaxed slab to the bulk crystal DOS (see Fig. 2).

When they become similar, the slab thickness

should be sufficient such that each surface experi-

ences an electronic environment as if it is con-

nected to an infinite bulk crystal. Vacuum thickness

was set equal to slab thickness for these layer

convergence tests, and values of kinetic energy

cutoff and k-point spacing similar to those re-
quired for bulk convergence were employed. Then,
once a suitable number of layers was found (ac-

cording to the DOS), we performed an additional

calculation with a higher kinetic energy cutoff

and more k-points to verify that the parameters
used in the previous step were sufficient. Finally,

we checked whether our chosen vacuum layer was

sufficiently thick by reducing it for thinner slabs

and checking the resulting surface energies. The
convergence behaviors for the energies of the

(1 0 0) surface and the (0 0 1) surface are shown in

Table 2.

All unrelaxed surfaces had converged surface

energies at about 400 eV for the pseudocharge

kinetic energy cutoff (the same Ecut for the aug-
mentation charge as used for bulk Fe3C was em-

ployed for surfaces), similar k-point spacing to the
bulk cell, and stoichiometric layers corresponding

to three bulk unit cells (one bulk cell is four Fe3C

layers for (0 0 1) and (1 0 0) surfaces and two Fe6C2
layers for the other surfaces; see Table 5 presented

later), for a total of 48 atoms in each slab unit cell.

Larger surface unit cells were not considered due

to the expense; we therefore could not assess if any

long-range reconstructions of the surfaces would
be favorable. Vacuum thickness equaling the

converged slab thickness was also found to be

sufficient for all surfaces. For example, for the

(0 0 1) surface, 12 stoichiometric layers, 13.5 �AA of
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Fig. 2. Convergence of the inner-layer DOS for (0 0 1) cemen-

tite surface to the total DOS of the cementite bulk. The plot

shows the up (>0) and down (<0) spin DOS components of the

inner four layers of a 12-layer slab.

Table 2

Convergence of the energy (Esurf ) of the unrelaxed Fe3C (1 0 0) and (0 0 1) surfaces: number of layers of Fe3C stoichiometric units,
vacuum thickness, plane wave kinetic energy cutoff (Ecut), and surface Brillouin zone irreducible k-point sampling

Surface No. of layers Vacuum (�AA) Ecut (eV) Irreducible k-pts
(mesh)

Esurf (J/m2)

(1 0 0) 8 10.27 400 15 (10� 6� 1) 3.143

(1 0 0) 8 15.20 400 15 (10� 6� 1) 2.938

(1 0 0) 12 15.20 400 15 (10� 6� 1) 2.716

(1 0 0) 12 15.20 450 24 (12� 8� 1) 2.712

(0 0 1) 8 9.02 400 12 (8� 6� 1) 2.433

(0 0 1) 8 13.54 400 12 (8� 6� 1) 2.585

(0 0 1) 12 13.54 400 12 (8� 6� 1) 2.399

(0 0 1) 12 13.54 450 24 (11� 8� 1) 2.395
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vacuum, Ecut¼ 400 eV, and 12 irreducible k-points,
were sufficient for a reasonable surface energy

convergence. The final parameters used for the

calculations in our analysis are presented in

Table 3.

With these converged values of slab thickness,

vacuum thickness, and k-point sampling, ionic
relaxation using the optimized bulk lattice para-

meters proceeded via a CG algorithm with Fermi-
surface smearing using a 30% lower kinetic

energy cutoff than required for convergence. In

addition, the inner half of each slab was kept fixed

to lessen the computational effort. If the force on

any ion within the slab exceeded 0.05 eV/�AA, the
fixed-atom restriction was removed and the ions

were further relaxed to convergence. Single-point

calculations using the converged plane-wave basis
were then performed with the two-step smearing/

tetrahedron occupation procedure on the opti-

mized structures in order to evaluate the total en-

ergies.

Local density of states (LDOS) analysis pro-

vides a qualitative evaluation of charge transfer,

covalent bonding/hybridization, and local mag-

netic moments. For this, the total DOS is pro-
jected onto spherical harmonics centered upon the

atoms in the cell to estimate the local angular

momentum contributions. The sphere radii selec-

tions can vary between just-touching and volume-

filling choices. In the former, charge captured

within the spheres is underestimated with respect

to the full system charge, whereas in the latter

several adjacent spheres may overlap and overes-
timate the total charge. For our analysis, we se-

lected volume-filling radii of 1.23 and 1.35 �AA for C

and Fe, respectively, in order to capture the max-
imum interstitial charge in this metallic system.

3. Results and analysis

3.1. Bulk cementite

We compared our USPP-GGA results for bulk
Fe3C in the cementite structure to those of

H€aaglund et al. [52] (LMTO-LDA) and to experi-
mental values. The semi-relativistic LMTO-LDA

calculations employed a 64 k-point mesh, the ex-
perimental structure, and similar Wigner–Seitz

radii for the atomic spheres that we used for our

projected DOS analysis. For the experimental

data, lattice parameters are from X-ray diffraction
[14], the cohesive energy is an estimate given in

[52], and the magnetic moment is an average over

all Fe atoms [26,27]. The results comparison is

presented in Table 4.

The USPP DFT-GGA lattice constants deviate

less than 1% from experiment. We therefore expect

our structural predictions for surfaces should be

quite accurate. The cohesive energy is calculated
from

Ecoh ¼
1

NFe þ NC

X
NFe

EgsFe

 
þ
X
NC

EgsC � Ebulk

!

with NFe¼ 12 iron atoms and NC¼ 4 carbon atoms
in the cementite primitive unit cell. The VASP

program reports cohesive energies (Ecoh) with re-
spect to the atomic energies for the valence elec-

tron configuration used to generate the USPP

Table 3

Converged parameters used for the calculations of the surfaces discussed

Surface No. of layers Vacuum (�AA) Ecut (eV) Irreducible k-pts, (mesh),
spacing (�AA�1)

(1 0 0) 12 15.2 400 15, (10� 6� 1), 0.023
(0 1 1) 6 11.3 400 12, (1� 8� 5), 0.025
(0 1 0) 6 16.9 400 25, (1� 10� 9), 0.022
(1 0 1) 6 10.1 400 16, (7� 7� 1), 0.021
(1 1 1) 6 9.0 400 12, (6� 7� 1), 0.022
(1 1 0) 6 12.2 400 23, (9� 5� 1), 0.024
(0 0 1) 12 13.5 400 12, (8� 6� 1), 0.025

All surface slabs contained 48 atoms in the unit cell (either 12 Fe3C layers or 6 Fe6C2 layers).
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[44,53]. For Fe and C, the GGA USPP�s were
constructed using non-magnetic 3d74s1 and 2s22p2

reference configurations, respectively, but the ex-
perimental ground states of Fe and C are high-spin

3d64s2 (5D) and 2s22p2 (3P), respectively. We

therefore correct the VASP Ecoh and report it with
respect to the USPP-GGA energies for the high-

spin experimental ground states of the atoms. Not

surprisingly, the GGA cohesive energy closely

approaches the experimental estimate (differing by

only about 4%), while the previous LMTO-LDA
prediction grossly overestimates Ecoh due to the
usual overbinding of the LDA. This gives us

confidence that our USPP-GGA surface energy

predictions will be reliable.

Magnetic moments were calculated from the

site-projected DOS, taking the spin difference in

the site-projected DOS integrated up to the Fermi

level. These USPP DFT-GGA results generally
agree well with the all-electron LDA calculations

of H€aaglund et al., although the magnetic moment
due to Feg differs and raises the average M0 to 1.97

lB=Fe. This magnetic moment is a bit high com-
pared to the experimental value.

We also performed several USPP-GGA single-

point energy calculations [EðV Þ] with differing

uniformly-scaled (from the relaxed equilibrium
volume) cell volumes (V ) and non-linearly fit these
to the third-order Birch–Murnaghan [54,55] equa-

tion of state, EðV Þ ¼ E1 þ E2 þ E3, where

E1 ¼
9

4
B0V0

V0
V

� �
0:5

V0
V

� �1=3"
� V

V0

� �1=3#

E2 ¼
9

16
B0ðB0

0 � 4ÞV0
V0
V

� �

� V0
V

� �"
� 3 V0

V

� �1=3
þ 3 V

V0

� �1=3#

E3 ¼ EðV0Þ �
9

16
B0V0ðB0

0 � 6Þ:

Abest fit to these equations yields the bulkmodulus

B0¼ 142 GPa, its pressure derivative B0
0¼ 4.60,

and the equilibrium volume V0¼ 154.54 �AA3 (all at
0 K). These values are lower than recent experi-
mental measurements, which yield B0¼ 174 GPa,
B0
0¼ 4.8, and V0¼ 155.28 �AA3 (all at 300 K). The
differences in equilibrium volume are similar to ex-

perimental temperature-dependence estimates [25].

The bulk DOS and LDOS provide some insight

into the bonding behavior within cementite. Fig. 3

compares the bulk Fe3C (cementite) total DOS to

that of ground-state iron, a-Fe, while the bulk
Fe3C site- and l-projected DOS are shown in Fig.
4. First of all, Fe3C has no band gap, and therefore

exhibits metallic behavior as expected. Iron d-

states dominate the Fe3C DOS near the Fermi

level, similar to bulk iron, while carbon s and p

contributions to the DOS are essentially zero at

the Fermi level.

Table 4

Bulk Fe3C properties

Property USPP-GGA LMTO-LDA Experiment

(a0; b0; c0) (�AA) (5.06, 6.74, 4.51) (5.09, 6.74, 4.53)

(x1; z1) (0.877, 0.440) (0.890, 0.450)

(x2; z2) (0.038, 0.837) (0.036, 0.850)

(x3; y3; z3) (0.176, 0.068, 0.332) (0.186, 0.063, 0.328)

Ecoh (eV/atom) 5.24 8.38 5.05

M0ðlB=FegÞ 1.95 1.74 (1.78)


M0ðlB=FesÞ 1.99 1.98 (1.78)


M0ðlB=CÞ �0.16 �0.06
B0 (GPa) 142 174

Comparison of pseudopotential GGA, all-electron LMTO-LDA, and experimental properties: lattice constants (a0; b0; c0), lattice
parameters (xi; yi; zi), cohesive energy (Ecoh), magnetic moments per atom (M0), including Fe in general (g) and special (s) positions, and
bulk modulus (B0).

Averaged value over all Fe.
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The higher binding energy region 4–8 eV below

the Fermi-level (Fig. 4) shows identically shaped

features in the DOS from both Fe d and C p,

suggesting a significant covalent bonding compo-
nent between Fe and the interstitial C atoms in

cementite. The corresponding Fe–C antibonding

levels are evident, particularly around 2–4 eV

above the Fermi level. Note also that the ampli-

tude of the C peaks are nearly the same as the

amplitude of the Fe d peaks here, despite the 3:1

element ratio favoring Fe. This is consistent with

the integrated DOS charges suggesting that some
charge transfer to carbon is occurring and the Fe–

C interaction is of a polar covalent nature. Inte-

grated projected-DOS analysis qualitatively pre-

dicts only a small amount of charge transfer (total

electrons/atom are 4.14 for C and 7.15 for Fe)

from Fe to C within cementite compared to pure

bulk Fe analyzed in the same manner (total elec-

trons/atom for bcc Fe is 7.20). This polar covalent
interaction between C and Fe proves to be im-

portant when bulk cementite is cleaved into dif-

ferent surfaces.

3.2. Surfaces

Examination of various bulk-terminated low-

index Fe3C surface cuts allows us to assess possible
relative stabilities prior to carrying out DFT cal-

culations. Stable surfaces are likely to exhibit

minimal coordination changes (dangling bonds)

for surface atoms, maintenance of surface stoi-

chiometry, and high atom density. Table 5 shows

our evaluation of the unrelaxed surfaces. In addi-

tion to the surface unit cell lattice vectors, it lists

the number of dangling bonds per unit surface
area as calculated by undercoordination relative to

the bulk structure. Also given are the number of

Fe3C units per slab layer and the layer thickness

from the outermost surface atom required to

achieve such a stoichiometry. Referring to this

table and the aforementioned criteria, one may

expect surfaces such as (0 0 1), (0 1 0), and (1 0 1) to

be stable due to their small stoichiometric layer
thickness, high surface packing density, and min-
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imal density of dangling bonds, respectively. Al-
ternatively, surfaces such as (0 0 1) and (0 1 1),

might be expected to be less stable due to their low

surface density and greater density of broken

bonds, respectively.

Calculations were performed on the (0 0 1),

(1 0 0), (0 1 1), (1 1 0), (1 0 1), (0 1 0), and (1 1 1)

surfaces of cementite. The surface energy is given

by

Esurf ¼ ðEslab � NEbulkÞ=2A
where N is the number of Fe3C units in the slab,

Ebulk is the bulk total energy per Fe3C unit, A is the
surface area of the slab, and Eslab is the total energy
for the slab.

We compared Esurf for each surface cut with its
corresponding structural properties, both before

and after relaxation, in order to predict possible

stability correlations. Calculated properties for

each surface (using converged parameters from

Table 3) are shown in Table 6. In addition to the

unrelaxed and relaxed surface energies, we also

present several other properties. The relaxation

energy (E) is the percent difference between the
unrelaxed and relaxed surface energies. The root-

mean-square relaxation (rms relax) is the difference

in atomic positions before and after relaxation,

rrms ¼
1

N

XN
i¼1

ðri0

"
� riÞ2

#1=2
ð1Þ

where ri0 and ri are the unrelaxed and relaxed

atomic position vectors for all 48 atoms in the slab,
respectively. The rms relaxations normalized with

respect to the surface areas of each surface unit cell

are also presented. The final property shown,

roughness, is calculated in a manner similar to Eq.

(1), replacing the atomic position vectors r0 and r

with only the surface-normal-direction component

of the outer-layer (Fe3C or Fe6C2) atomic posi-

tions (e.g. zi;avg and zi), and normalized to the layer
thickness L instead of surface area to make it di-
mensionless:

rrms ¼
1
N

PN
i¼1 ðzi;avg � ziÞ2

h i1=2
L

: ð2Þ

Table 6

USPP DFT-GGA Fe3C surface properties

Surface property (1 0 0) (0 1 1) (0 1 0) (1 0 1) (1 1 1) (1 1 0) (0 0 1)

Esurf ;unrel (J/m2) 2.72 2.58 2.40 2.40 2.45 2.37 2.40

Esurf ;rel (J/m2) 2.47 2.37 2.26 2.25 2.22 2.19 2.05

Relaxation E (%) 9.2 8.1 5.8 6.3 9.4 7.6 14.6

Rms relax (10�3 �AA) 84 109 63 95 147 106 108

Rms relax/area (10�3 �AA�1) 2.77 2.64 2.75 2.07 2.89 2.78 3.16

Rms roughness (unrelaxed) 0.30 0.29 0.26 0.30 0.30 0.25 0.27

Rms roughness (relaxed) 0.25 0.22 0.25 0.26 0.25 0.19 0.10

C z-relaxation (10�3 �AA) 194 18 72 118 145 182 442

See text for property definitions.

Table 5

Analysis of Fe3C bulk-terminated surface structures

Surface property (1 0 0) (0 1 1) (0 1 0) (1 0 1) (1 1 1) (1 1 0) (0 0 1)

u (�AA) 6.748 5.090 4.523 6.809 8.117 4.523 5.090

v (�AA) 4.523 8.123 5.090 6.748 6.786 8.452 6.748

Dangling bonds/�AA2 0.72 0.82 0.78 0.70 0.78 0.73 0.76

Stoichiometric layer

thickness (�AA)

0.699 1.174 2.459 1.236 1.181 1.148 0.485

No. of Fe3C/layer 1 2 2 2 2 2 1

Surface density (atoms/�AA2) 0.131 0.193 0.347 0.174 0.145 0.209 0.116

(u; v) are the surface unit cell lattice vectors. These vectors are orthogonal for all surfaces except (1 1 1), where the angle is 111.7�.
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This surface atom position variance in Eq. (2),

restricted to the direction normal to the surface,

gives a quantitative measure of the surface

roughness. We note that the majority, if not all,

of the rms relaxation for each surface is due to
these surface layers, as the atoms in the inner

third of each slab remain in mostly bulklike po-

sitions. We also report in Table 6 the structural

relaxation in the surface normal direction of the

C atom closest to the surface (C z-relaxation) for
each surface.

The surface ordering presented in Table 6 shows

decreasing Esurf ;rel and thus increasing surface sta-

bility from left to right. Of the cementite surfaces

examined, we found the (1 0 0) and (0 1 1) surfaces

to be the least stable, the (0 0 1) surface to be the

most stable, and all others surfaces to have similar

stability in between. These trends do not correlate

with our preliminary assessment based on initial
packing density and dangling bonds for the unre-

laxed surfaces. On the other hand, the relative

stabilities correspond somewhat to our estimate of

the surface roughness; less rough surfaces like

(1 1 0) and (0 0 1) tend to have lower Esurf , while
rougher surfaces tend to have higher Esurf . One can
visualize this trend in Fig. 5, which shows side

Fig. 5. Cross-sections of unrelaxed (left) and relaxed (right) cementite surface structures.
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perspectives of each of the studied surfaces from

highest Esurf (top) to lowest (bottom).
Overall, we see that bulk-terminated surfaces

with higher surface energies (Esurf ;unrel) and higher
roughness tend to have higher relaxation energies

and greater rms position relaxation per unit surface
area (Table 6). These trends are expected due to the

greater potential for relaxation in less stable sur-

faces. However, the most stable surface, the (0 0 1)

surface, is an exception, as it relaxes considerably

in both atomic positions and surface energy, de-

spite already possessing a relatively stable bulk-

terminated structure. The special nature of the

(0 0 1) surface is due to the behavior of the surface
carbon, which relaxes dramatically further into the

surface than carbons on other surfaces. The cor-

relation of this large C z-relaxation with a similarly
anomalously large relaxation energy suggests that

the stability of the (0 0 1) surface originates with

this carbon. For more insight into this result, we

must explore other surface properties.

The local DOS of exposed-carbon cementite

surfaces, like the (0 0 1) surface, changes dramati-

cally when allowed to relax. Fig. 6 shows the site-

and l-projected local DOS for the two most stable
and two least stable cementite surfaces before and

after relaxation. In all cases, the Fe d contribution
to the DOS remains relatively unchanged upon

structural relaxation. However, the change in the

carbon s and p contributions to the DOS upon

relaxation is noticeable, especially for the least

[(1 0 0)] and most [(0 0 1)] stable surfaces. Exam-

ination of Fig. 5 reveals that both the (1 0 0) and

(0 0 1) surfaces have highly exposed C atoms at

their surfaces, while in all other surfaces the car-
bon atoms tend to be buried. In particular, the

(1 1 0) surface has slightly less exposed C atoms,

while the (0 1 1) surface is Fe-terminated, which

correlates with the minimal change in the s and p

DOS for these surfaces (Fig. 6). The significant

shift in the C s and p states to lower energy

(greater binding) for the (1 0 0) and (0 0 1) surfaces
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correlates nicely with the observation that their

surface C atoms move more than any other sur-

face, moving toward the bulk in order to gain

higher coordination. This higher coordination is

rewarded by greater overlap in C p and Fe d states

in the case of the (0 0 1) surface, suggesting a co-
valent contribution to the surface Fe–C interac-

tion.

The geometric structures of the most and least

stable surfaces have characteristics that determine

the bonding of these surfaces. In particular, the

average coordination numbers and bond distances

differ significantly. For example, while the surface

C atoms in both surfaces are five-coordinate, the
surface Fe coordination differs. The least stable

(1 0 0) surface has varied surface Fe coordination

numbers (8–12). In contrast, each surface Fe in the

most stable (0 0 1) surface has a coordination of

exactly 9, akin to a face-centered cubic (1 1 1)

surface. This coordination regularity correlates

with a smoother, more uniform surface charge

density distribution. Secondly, the average Fe–C
distance at the surface decreases to 1.88 �AA for the
(0 0 1) surface, while the less stable (1 0 0) surface

shows no such decrease compared to the bulk (2.00
�AA). The decreased average Fe–C distances allow

for a greater interaction between the surface C and

adjacent Fe atoms on Fe3C (0 0 1). Fig. 7 provides

evidence for these claims, via slices of the total

valence charge density through the outermost
surface atom, parallel to the surface. The (0 0 1)

surface has a much more uniform density distri-

bution in the slice plane than the (1 0 0) surface,

which displays large gaps in density. We also see

significant charge density localization between the

Fe and C atoms at the (0 0 1) surface compared to

little such Fe–C local bonding at the (1 0 0) surface.

The decreased Fe–C distances on Fe3C (0 0 1)
provide the optimal environment for localized Fe–

C bonding. This localized Fe–C bonding is likely

the origin of the (0 0 1) surface�s extra stability.
Lastly, an important point of comparison for

these predictions of cementite surface stabilities are

the surface energies of bulk bcc iron. At the same

level of theory (USPP-GGA), the pure Fe surfaces,

(1 1 1), (1 0 0), and (1 1 0), have surface energies of
2.59, 2.30, and 2.29 J/m2 [56], respectively. All but

two of the cementite surfaces have lower predicted

surface energies than the most stable pure Fe sur-

face. Importantly, the most stable cementite (0 0 1)
surface has a 0.24 J/m2 lower energy than the most

stable bcc Fe (1 1 0) surface. Thus, formation of

Fe3C surfaces may provide the driving force

to carburize pure Fe, perhaps allowing Fe3C to

form despite its known bulk metastability with

respect to bcc Fe and graphite. We find, within

USPP-GGA calculations at 0 K, bulk cementite to

be more stable than bcc Fe and graphite by
EtotðFe3C; eV=atomÞ � 3

4
Etotðbcc Fe; eV=atomÞ �

1
4
Etotðgraphite; eV=atomÞ ¼ �0:91eV =atom; where
Etot(Fe3C) in eV/atom is the total energy (in eV) of
the 16-atom cementite unit cell divided by 16,

Fig. 7. Total valence charge densities of the most stable [(a),

(0 0 1)] and least stable [(b), (1 0 0)] cementite surfaces on a

logarithmic rainbow scale from blue (low density) to red (high

density). The slices (parallel to the surface) are made through

the outermost atom in each surface. To the right of each density

plot is a schematic of the atoms in the top two layers, with Fe in

red and C in green (the subsurface atoms are shaded darker).
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Etot(bcc Fe) in eV/atom is the total energy of the

one-atom bcc Fe unit cell, and Etot(graphite) in eV/
atom is the total energy of the two-atom graphite

unit cell divided by 2. Given the known metasta-

bility of bulk cementite, this may be an overesti-

mate of its true stability.

4. Summary

We have presented properties derived from spin-

polarized USPP DFT-GGA calculations on Fe3C

in the cementite structure, in its bulk form and for

its low-index surfaces. The GGA bulk properties
agree quite well with the experimental lattice pa-

rameters and magnetic moments, while the bulk

modulus differs significantly. Our cohesive energy

(5.24 eV/atom) is quite close to an experimental

estimate (5.05 eV/atom), lending confidence in the

accuracy of our subsequent surface energy pre-

dictions. As expected, the bulk cementite DOS

indicates mostly metallic behavior for Fe3C, but
the Fe–C interaction involves slight charge trans-

fer from Fe to C, along with a significant Fe(d)–

C(p) covalent component to the bonding.

Our cementite surface calculations predict the

(0 0 1) surface to be the most stable and the (1 0 0)

surface to be the least stable, with surface energies

of 2.05 and 2.47 J/m2 respectively. These two

surfaces show the greatest relaxation energies,
which correlates also with the largest change in

position of their C atoms at the surface. In the case

of the most stable surface, this relaxation is more

than twice as large (in �AA) as that for the least stable
surface. Overall, the cementite relative stabilities

correlate well with the rms roughness of the asso-

ciated surface. The impact of the rougher config-

uration of the (1 0 0) surface is that it produces
gaps in its charge density distribution in the out-

ermost surface plane, reducing Fe–C bonding,

leading to a less stable surface. By contrast, the

smoother (0 0 1) surface produces a more uniform

charge density across the surface plane, with clear

evidence of localized Fe–C bonding that undoubt-

edly stabilizes this surface. A stable (0 0 1) surface

is consistent with a previous report that cementite
forms a [0 0 2]cementite//[0 1 1]Fe interface with iron

[29].

Our results provide possible insight into the

carburization erosion mechanism for steel. It takes

0.24 J/m2 less energy to create the cementite (0 0 1)

surface than the pure bcc-Fe (1 1 0) surface from

their respective bulk crystals; thus, the surface

thermodynamics favor carburization at Fe sur-
faces. In addition, if these surfaces are created and

exposed during carburization, the cementite (0 0 1)

surface may be more likely to erode due to

cracking than the pure Fe (1 1 0) surface, ignoring

plasticity effects excluded from our calculation.

Even if the (0 0 1) cementite surface is not explicitly

formed, cracking along several low-Miller-index

directions in bulk cementite may be more likely
than along either the (1 1 0), (1 0 0), or (1 1 1) di-

rections in pure iron. Furthermore, given that

surfaces tend to ‘‘pre-melt’’ at lower temperatures

than the bulk melting point, and given that the

melting point of cementite is far below that of bulk

Fe, it is likely that these Fe3C surfaces will pre-

melt, providing the means for steel to erode. These

conclusions do not contradict the findings of Wu
et al. [31] that find carbon to increase the cohesion

at Fe grain boundaries, but rather extend them.

Low carbon concentration indeed increases the

strength of bulk iron, as in commercial steels, but

greater carbon concentration and the subsequent

formation of cementite-phase iron carbide can

have the opposite destructive effect.

Of course, these calculations are conducted in
the presence of vacuum. Atmospheric contami-

nants, such as those present in true carburizing

environments will undoubtedly alter the situation,

perhaps producing surfaces with non-stoichio-

metric compositions not considered here. The bulk

and surface properties of cementite predicted here

are intended to serve as a starting point for larger-

scale erosion modeling to examine more fully the
steel carburization problem.
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